SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW NOT TO USE A FACE MASK

**DO NOT** wear the face mask under your nose

**DO NOT** wear the face mask on your neck

**DO NOT** let children under 2 years old wear face masks

**DO NOT** touch the front of your face mask when it is on your face, if you do, clean your hands with alcohol-based rub or wash hands with soap and water immediately

**DO NOT** share a mask with another person

**DO NOT** eat or drink while your mask is on your face

**DO NOT** smoke while your mask is on your face

**DO NOT** rub your mask on another person or object

**DO NOT** use a disposable mask more than once

**DO NOT** wear more than one mask at a time

**DO NOT** hug another person while wearing a mask

**DO NOT** use a mask that has holes or is broken

Wearing a face mask CORRECTLY, in addition to good hand hygiene practices and physical distancing can help prevent the spread of #COVID19 to others.